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Online safeguarding reminder for all parents/carers. 
21 1 2021 
Dear parents/carers 
 
The vast majority of our children now have regular access to online devices that allow them to 
communicate with school, friends and others unknown. These devices include: phones, tablets, smart 
watches, laptops, PCs, gaming consoles etc… There will be devices in homes, capable of 
communication that many adults are not even aware of. 
 
Certain communication platforms will allow the user to add anyone into the group. Parents may have 
the knowhow to set parameters and security settings to disable the ability for their children to add in 
new people to their groups but many parents will not know how to do this. Certain apps such as 
Snapchat, Tiktok etc… may also reset to default settings every time they upgrade, potentially each 
night, rendering controls set by parents useless.  
 
This week it has been brought to my attention that a group of SBPS children have been chatting via 
social media with each other and with others they believed to be friends of one girl in the group. On 
investigation, none of the girls or the parents actually know these persons in the real world. What is 
concerning is the fact that conversations have been taking place past 11:30 at night, with videos 
exchanged at 03:00 in the morning. I have informed Durham Constabulary of my concerns. What is 
reassuring is that two of our SBPS children left the group chat knowing they did not know the 
unknown persons.  
 
It is well known that we as parents allow our children access to devices which they rapidly have the 
technical skills to use and master. What they do not have are the emotional skills, the maturity and of 
course the life experiences to always be able to avoid the pitfalls and dangers of social media and 
online communication. 
 
The best security setting for any device is for it to only be used in sight of parents/carers at times of 
parents/carers choosing. In order to ensure this, many parents choose for their children’s devices to 
live in the adults’ bedrooms over-night. 
 
Please rest assured that the Teams platforms and SeeSaw platforms, that SBPS use, have been 
chosen because of their security. Any and all communication between group members can be seen 
by school teaching staff, myself, Mrs Lamb and Mr Patterson. Children can not change the settings or 
add or delete anyone from the group. Teachers have already spoken to individual parents where 
children have been messaging past 10:00pm. 
 
Please don’t be worried by this letter. It is a reminder of the adult role in protecting our children via our 
positive actions for their welfare. 
 
Yours sincerely                           
Mr Bell 
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